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PLATFORMS FOR CURRENT ACCOUNT OPERATIONS VIA SMARTPHONE
Mobile banking on Auriga’s cart
Data from ABI (Italian Banking Association) are clear: in 2009 the number of accounts qualified to
operate through mobile phones was 6.2 million, that is 19% of the total, and represents an increase
of 31% compared with 2008.
The most frequent operations consisted in information requests, phone top ups and bank transfers.
These numbers are meant to grow, thanks to the ever-growing diffusion and technological evolution
of smartphones. For that reason, after investing in the market of mobile banking, Auriga introduces
some new solutions for the 500 thousand users operating on its Simplybank platform (Internet
Banking). Among these, the Simplymobile application stands out, which can be downloaded for
free through the App Store and through the Android Market, for smartphones using the Apple or
Google operating systems, and soon new versions of the application will also be available for
Blackberry and Windows Phone 7.
Once downloaded, the application can be configured with a users ID, giving them access to the
same operations available as on the website of their own bank and carry out operations including
the visualization of their bank statement (from date to date and with quick selection tool for last
week, month or 60-90 days visualization), bank transfer orders through IBAN details, mobile phone
top ups, prepaid cards and giro. The Auriga application also offers other functions, such as the
possibility to receive RSS news feeds through an integrated feed reader, to set up inside the
application links to sectorial websites, Stock Exchange and currencies, this way the user can have
access to financial news. Besides, with SimplyMobile you can quickly ask your smartphone to
locate the nearest ATM for you.
Even the operations’ security system is managed in a flexible way, making it possible to choose
among security functions such as call drop, one time password or token.

